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Pro-democracy Burmese and Thais people gather outside Bangkok’s Myanmar embassy to decry Myanmar’s
military coup.

Myanmar
Military
Stage Coup
By Nicholas Donnellan

F

or both domestic and
international observers, Myanmar’s 2008
constitutional reforms appeared to confirm a nascent
democracy and blooming
liberty. On February 1,
those embers of possibilities were put out by an all
too familiar military coup—
Myanmar witnessed a military coup in 1962 and 1988.
That February morning, the
military detained the nation’s leader Aung San Suu
Kyi and members of her National League for Democracy party, censored internet
and media communications,
and instituted a nationwide
curfew. The Commander in
Chief of the armed forces,
Min Aung Hlaing, replaced
Suu Kyi as Myanmar’s
leader. As the shock of the
event starts to wear off, the
nation’s path to democracy
becomes unclear.
The military takeover
was not entirely unexpected. As early as January 26,
prominent military officials
warned that they may need
to “take action” against the
democratically elected government as a result of alleged fraud in the 2020
Myanmar general election.
CONtINUED as “Myanmar Military
Seize Power in Coup D’état, Detaining Elected Leader Daw Aung San
Suu Kyi” on PAGE 6

Landmark Criminal
Proceedings Target the
‘Ndrangheta Mafia
BY Ruthie Collett

P

roceedings
began
on January 13 in
the trial of over 320
members of the ‘Ndrangheta mafia, a highly secretive crime syndicate
that has operated out of
Italy for over 150 years.
The ‘Ndrangheta is Italy’s largest mob trial in
over three decades. The
defendants are bosses,
foot soldiers, and local
and national politicians.
Charges include murder,
extortion, usury, money
laundering, drug trafficking, and corruption. Although investigations of
the ‘Ndrangheta began as

early as 2016, almost all
suspects were arrested in a December 2019
raid of Vibo Valentia, a
city in the southern Italian province of Calabria.
Vibo Valentia is controlled by the Mancuso
family, a powerful section
of the ‘Ndrangheta whose
boss and patriarch Luigi
Mancuso is among the
defendants.
Italian law categorized
the ‘Ndrangheta as a mafia eleven years ago, but
their activities date as far
back as the 1880s.
CONtINUED as “300 ‘Ndrangheta
Crime Syndicate Members Prosecuted in Italy’s Largest Mafia
Trial in Over Three Decades” on
PAGE 3
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A village in Calabria, Italy’s southern province that is the heart of
‘Ndrangheta operations. Within the region is the city of Vibo Valentia,
former home of clan boss Luigi Mancuso.

By Mia Xiao

n
January
19,
2021,
Egyptian
security
forces
arrested a female pastry
chef for baking sexually explicit cupcakes with
icing shaped like genitalia. The arrests—which
evidence the Egyptian
governments’ increasingly repressive attempts to
control public discourse
in the name of “public decency ”—have snowballed
into a national controversy.
The cakes first attracted the attention of the
Ministry of Youth and
Sports on January 18
when images of a group
of elderly women eating
the cupcakes at a private
birthday party went viral on social media. The
government ’s crackdown
was swift and unyielding.
“ We will not be lenient,”
said Mohamed Fawzy,
the ministry ’s spokesperson. Egypt ’s top religious
body, Dal al-ifta, also issued statements on Facebook: “Posting naked pictures, candy, holograms,
and products with sexual expressions and fallen
revelations is legitimately forbidden and legally
criminal… [the cupcakes
are] an assault on the
value system and a crude
abuse of society.”
The
chef, however,
claimed that she merely
fulfilled the club members’ requests. After facing questions from the
investigators, she was
briefly detained and released on bail of 5,000
EGP ($318). The exclusive Gezira Club that
hosted the party also
launched their internal
investigation that resulted in the suspensions of
several partygoers.
The national scandal
evoked conflicting reactions on social media.
Some offered support for
the government ’s reaction
and deemed the cupcakes
as an attack on “family
values.” Others defended
the women, condemning
the government and its
strict code of conduct.
CONtINUED “Sexually Suggestive
Cupcakes Prompt Egypt’s Government Crackdown” on PAGE 4
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The Arctic region is poised to warm significantly in the coming years,
promising new shipping routes and resources while also furthering global competition.

BY Nicholas Donnellan

greatest danger to navigators
and explorers, is melting at an
he Arctic’s wild allure enalarming rate. Current models
courages attempts to tame
predict that the Arctic could be
its land and seas. Howevfree of non-seasonal ice by the
er, once falling global temperalate 2070s. Temperatures are
tures in the 16th century froze
also increasing rapidly, catalyzpassageways and rendered the
ing changes throughout the enArctic untraversable for much
tire Arctic ecosystem. Nations
of the year, trade and explorawith the ability to exert milition dropped off. In the 19th
tary and economic influence in
century, industrial motivations
the region are poised to profit
renewed desires for an Arctic
from increased trade and regionpassage and fueled expeditions.
al activity. As historic shipping
All such attempts failed, howroutes and economic centers face
ever, and it was not until 1906
an impending climate catastrothat Roald Amundsen was able
phe, the Arctic will produce new
to chart a course through the reshipping routes. In fact, the degion. Despite the extreme diffivelopment of several trade routes
culty of navigation, the promise
close to coastlines has already
of Arctic trade routes continues
begun.
to tantalize regional players and
As is the trend with much of
global superpowers alike. Reits political and economic clout,
cently, tensions regarding Arctic
American power in the Arctic is
geopolitics have flared up, fueled
being contested. The rugged and
by new technology and greater
extreme environment requires
resource ambitions.
powerful ships such as nucleClimate change is one of the
ar-powered
submarines
and
most defining geopolitical islarge icebreakers. Therefore, the
sues of the current moment. The
primary method for countries
Arctic sea’s ice, which poses the
to demonstrate their power in
the area is by stationing fleets.
However, U.S. foreign policy
has not deemed controlling the
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powerful as those of the United
States, with a third fleet under
construction. Specifically, China stated that it would use its
newfound power to “strengthen
technological innovation, environmental protection, [and] resource utilization” in the Arctic.
China has made use of its position as a “near-Arctic” nation
(which Mike Pompeo dismissed
as unreasonable) to justify not
only developing Arctic technology and shipping lanes but also
harvesting resources in the area.
China, in particular, seeks to develop green energy systems in
the Arctic alongside the gathering of “oil, gas and mineral resources.” Such a plan is feasible
considering China’s rapid power

ZOE CHOW

expansion both nationally and
internationally.
To many nations, the Arctic’s
potential boons and its natural bounty are worth the initial
costs of digitizing and developing fleets and computer systems.
While the age of colonization
seems to have ended long ago, the
revitalization of the once inhabitable region promises resurgent
interest from global powers. The
strategic location of the Arctic
brings another theater for the
emerging, declining, and stagnating nations of the sub-Arctic
region to compete over regional
power. It seems that any semblance of cooperation has gone
out the door. While the Arctic
may be rapidly warming, the
chill of another “Cold War” is
already on the horizon.

JUST THE FACTS: JEFF BEZOS STEPS DOWN
AS AMAZON’S CEO

The people who brought this issue
together:

Editor in Chief:

Arctic a priority. Furthermore,
attempts to approve funding for
new icebreakers have not fared
well in Congress, meaning that
the limited budget is unable to
fulfill the coast guard’s various
duties. Other nations, such as
China and Russia, have taken
advantage of American ambivalence by enlarging their fleets.
NATO as a whole, and the Nordic countries, in particular, have
also been collaborating to form a
new Arctic strategy and develop
closer military ties in the region.
In addition to the technological race, Russia and other powers
are pushing an agenda of Arctic
digitalization. Russia has been
striving to digitize in recent
years as a way to stimulate its plateauing economy and to restore
its former prestige. Covid-19
prompted the Russian Prime
Minister to declare that mass
digitization will become part
of the “new normal.” Considering over one-fifth of Russia’s
territory lies within the Arctic,
a large part of which lacks access to internet communication,
developing this region would be
at the forefront of their policies.
Russia believes that greater connectivity and standards of living,
combined with a more favorable
climate, will reverse trends of
out-migration and allow for a
greater position in global trade.
Russia has also begun opening
military bases on previously remote islands and coastlines, positioning themselves to enforce
their will on the rapidly changing region.
China, while further away from
the Arctic, has also invested
both militarily and economically in the Arctic region. In 2018,
they released an official plan to
forge a “Polar Silk Road” by laying submarine communications
cables and creating shipping
routes. In addition, China’s two
icebreaker fleets are already as

BY Quinn Novick
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fter more than 26 years in important Amazon initiatives
as Amazon’s Chief Exec- but also have the time and enManaging Editor:
utive Officer (CEO), Jeff ergy I need to focus on the Day
Addie Allen
Jack Palfrey
Bezos announced on February 2 1 Fund, the Bezos Earth Fund,
that he will step down later this Blue Origin, The Washington
Layout & Design: Copy Editor: year to be executive chairman Post, and my other passions.”
Melissa Damasceno
Tyler Wei
Since the company ’s genesis as
of Amazon’s board. Andy Jassy,
CEO of Amazon’s Web Services an online book store, Amazon
Section Editors:
(AWS), will become Amazon’s has become one of the largest
Frank Zhou
Neil Shen
next CEO—the second in the ECommerce and Digital Marcompany ’s 27-year long history. ketplace sites in the world, emCaroline Empey
Bezos’ transition follows a pe- ploying more than 1.3 million
Heads of Operations:
riod of tremendous growth for people globally. The Covid-19
Quinn Novick
Helen Phi
Amazon—the company recently pandemic boosted online retail;
Caroline Empey
surpassed a $1 trillion market Amazon reported a $125.56 billion quarterly revenue in Q4. Yet
cap.
Senior Writers:
According to Bezos, his desire Jassy inherits Bezos’ challengEmma Jing
Amber Ting
to explore other ventures moti- es. The rising calls for worker
Theo Baker
vated the transition. In a letter to unionization and the antitrust
Amazon staff, Bezos wrote, “As investigations have intensified

A

public scrutiny. Amazon has also
faced mounting criticism regarding the treatment of employees.
Despite Amazon’s explosive
growth during the pandemic, the
company refused to pay workers
over $15 an hour, kindling public backlash.
Glimpses of leadership consolidate Jassy ’s ambition. That Jassy
managed AWS’s transformation
to an omnipresent and lucrative
cloud platform illuminates the
centrality of the cloud in Amazon’s future and Jassy ’s tendency
for innovation. However, to what
extent Jassy ’s leadership diverges
from Bezos’ remains unpredictable. To what extent they share
similarities, and whether that is
good, likewise remains unclear.
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HONDURAN MIGRANT CARAVAN BOUND FOR THE UNITED
STATES DISBANDED FOLLOWING VIOLENT CONFRONTATIONS
By Max Boesch-Powers

F

or over a century, Central-American immigrants
have made their way to the
U.S.-Mexico border. In October
2018, the largest ever “caravan,”
or cohort, of migrants—well over
4,000 strong and 80 percent Honduran—traveled to the northern
Mexico border from locations
across Mexico. On January 13,
2021, yet another caravan of more
than 3,000 departed Honduras
and El Salvador with its sights on
the U.S. Though the caravan was
dissolved long before reaching
North America, the recurrence of
such migrant groups highlights
ongoing crises of poverty and
crime in the Central American
region.
Like previous cohorts of migrants, the 2021 caravan featured
Hondurans traveling in groups of
hundreds or thousands in attempts
to weather the immense danger of
a solo or small-group journey to
the U.S. from Central America.
The caravan began its travels one
week prior to the inauguration of
Joe Biden, who campaigned on a
promise to relax the strict immigration policies of former President Donald Trump. As the U.S.
transitioned from one presidential
administration to the next, Hondurans in the caravan put one foot
in front of another and began an
arduous journey northwards.
Often fleeing poverty, unemployment, gang violence, and natural disasters in their home countries, migrants like those in the
2021 caravan face great risks on
a journey to the U.S. Perpetrators
of drug and human trafficking,
extortion, and murder run rampant in the Mexican countryside,
where hundreds of thousands of

Continued From Page 1

migrants trek through towards the
U.S. in hopes of accessing a land
of opportunity. More than 20,000
migrant kidnappings are reported
each year, and current estimates
of total missing migrants number
between 72,000 and 120,000.
Honduras has been a common
country of origin for asylum seekers in the United States; a plethora of issues drive tens of thousands
of Honduran citizens to flee the
country annually. The nation has
both one of the fastest-growing
economies and the highest levels of poverty in Central America. The World Bank reported in
2016 that two-thirds of the country’s roughly 9 million people live
below the poverty line, and one
out of every five Hondurans in
rural areas lives in extreme poverty. This widespread destitution is
largely due to rampant unemployment and a lack of job opportunities in the nation’s overwhelmingly agricultural economy. Many of
those who stay in Honduras rely
on remittance and limited government aid to survive.
Another factor that drives migration is the nation’s mounting
rates of violence. Particularly in
urban areas, gang activity has been
on the rise for over two decades,
and resource-deprived police departments can do little to thwart
the criminal affairs. For example,
in the city of San Pedro Sula, the
origin of the 2021 caravan, a police department of 50 officers has
jurisdiction over a population of
230,000 spread across 189 neighborhoods. The lack of law enforcement gives Honduras one of
the highest impunity rates in the
world.
The absence of rigorous criminal investigation and prosecution
is most apparent in crimes com-

batons. After violent—and unsuccessful—exchanges with security forces, the caravan halted
its progress and was subsequently
dissolved. Some migrants disappeared into the mountains. Officials deported former members of
the caravan and bussed members
back across the Honduran-Guatemalan border. The migrants were
then handed off to Honduran authorities that offered rides back to
their respective hometowns.
While the disbanding of the
caravan realized the interests of
Guatemalan law enforcement,
the event marked a tremendous
disappointment for the migrants
whose aspirations were curtailed
upon their return to Honduras.
This caravan, the first of 2021, evidences the abhorrent conditions
that prompted migrants to flee
the country. And, as conditions in
Central America continue to deteriorate, it promises not to be the
last.

GRACE WANG

Sexually Suggestive Cupcakes Prompt Egypt’s
Government Crackdown

sponse in punishing sexual harassment, rape, and abuse. “People
There is a segment of society,
with support of the state, that in Egypt [and in the media] really
wants to eliminate any space be upset about old ladies enjoying
for personal freedom in Egypt genital cupcakes for a birthday
under the pretext of safeguarding more than rampant sexual vioEgyptian family values,” tweeted lence and harassment in the counhuman rights lawyer Negad El try,” remarked Mohamed Khairat,
Borai. Though Egypt remains a journalist and founder of publishmore liberal nation compared to ing company Egyptian Streets.
its Arab neighbors of the Persian
The country has faced internaGulf, Egypt has moved towards tional condemnation for its conincreasingly repressive and con- stant arrests of women for “indeservative governance in the past cent” content. In September 2020,
half-century. Since President Abdel Fattah el-Sisi took office in photographer Houssam Moham2014, the country’s legislatures mad and model Salma al-Shimi
have tightened their control over were arrested because the latter
internet activities and placed wore accessories that resembled
strict surveillance measures on its typical Pharoah-looks and posed
in front of the pyramids. Egyppopulace.
Many who disapprove of the tian media, which labeled the act
crackdown highlight the irony “provocative and offensive,” later
of the government’s delayed re- denounced the creative content

“

mitted against women. Femicide,
the killing of a woman or girl on
account of her gender, pervades
Honduras; femicide criminals
remain at large. The UN has reported that 95% of Honduran
femicides go unreported every
year—as described by Honduran
activist Neesa Medina, “men can
do anything they want to women
in Honduras.” Such statistics and
realities have led women to flee
the country in record numbers,
often as a part of caravans similar
to the 2021 Honduran caravan.
However, the January 13 caravan had scarcely coalesced before
it was forced to dissolve. After
circumventing some 2,000 police
officers and soldiers stationed at
the border between Honduras and
Guatemala, the caravan briefly
settled in Guatemala. Near the
village of Vado Hondo, the caravan encountered a series of roadblocks and Guatemalan security
forces armed with tear gas and

of TikTok influencers Haneen
Hossam, Mowada al-Adham, and
three others for impropriety. Public displeasure mounted as all five
faced charges of up to two years
in jail. Only two weeks before the
chef was arrested did Cairo’s Economic Appeals Court overturn
the sentences, acquitting Hossam
of all charges but upholding the
fines for the other four defendants.
In the wake of the cupcake controversy, human rights activist
Haythem Abokhalil compared the
forcefulness of the government
crackdown to that of the country’s
treatment of political prisoners.
He remarked that while cupcakes
topped with genital-shaped designs are forbidden, “it is allowed
to strip, violate and electrify the
genitals of political detainees un-

der the pretext of preserving the
homeland from evil.” Such cases,
advocates like Abokhalil argue,
are testaments to state-sponsored
attempts to undermine women’s
rights and freedom. Dubbing the
arrests a “systematic crackdown
that targets low-income women,”
activists have authored and distributed online petitions in attempts to garner public support
against related arrests. As national backlash and activists’ charges
gain public attention, the Egyptian government faces increased
pushback against its strict and selective enforcement of propriety.
The January 2021 government
crackdown on sexually suggestive
cupcakes is just the latest of a series of government measures that
evidence a burgeoning tension between tradition and modernity.
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300 ‘Ndrangheta Crime Syndicate Members Prosecuted in
Italy’s Largest Mafia Trial in Over Three Decades
Continued From Page 1

I

n Calabria, the ‘Ndrangheta used violence to ensure
their chosen candidate was
successful in local elections. As
a result, the ‘Ndrangheta was
quickly able to infiltrate the
government and establish territorial and political control of
Calabria. However, the group’s
operations remained restricted
to areas in and around the province until the 1970s, when the
‘Ndrangheta consolidated its
power and began a new criminal
venture: kidnappings. Over the
next two decades, the syndicate
captured and held for ransom
almost 700 people, with a single year peak of 75 kidnappings
during 1977. The construction
industry also proved profitable
to the ‘Ndrangheta, as connections made by the mafia’s bosses to such companies earned
millions by skimming contracts
for bridges, buildings, and other
infrastructure. In the 1970s, the
‘Ndrangheta controlled over $1
billion worth of infrastructure.
January ’s trial marks the Italian government ’s most decisive
action to curb mafia activity
since the landmark “maxi-trial”
against one of the ‘Ndrangheta’s fellow syndicates in Sicily
over 30 years ago. In 1986, over
400 members of Cosa Nostra
(also known as the Sicilian Mafia) were charged for operating
a criminal syndicate financed by
heroin trafficking largely to areas of the American East Coast.
For the first time, Cosa Nostra
was prosecuted as a whole organization, and the trial ended
with 338 of the 452 defendants
sentenced for crimes ranging

from criminal conspiracy to homicide. Dubbed the “maxi-trial”
by the Italian press, the proceedings were seen as a major win
for the state and showed Italy’s
willingness to retaliate against
illegal mafia activity.
The trial weakened Cosa Nostra’s power in Italy yet inadvertently opened the space for the
‘Ndrangheta to expand their
illicit activities. In the 1980s
and 1990s, the syndicate took
control of their continent ’s cocaine market; the ‘Ndrangheta
are the drug’s leading importer
in Europe. The ‘Ndrangheta also
pursue international trafficking
operations, which today earn
the syndicate over $300 million a week, according to data
from Italy’s Eurispes institute.
These activities have made the
‘Ndrangheta mafia one of the

wealthiest criminal syndicates in
the world. Investigators believe
strict codes of honor and secrecy
have allowed the mafia to successfully operate unperturbed by
law enforcement. For example,
the ‘Ndrangheta is composed of
a series of family clans, known as
‘ndrine, which form strategic alliances with each other through
blood and marriage, creating a
tight monolithic organization
bound by loyalty.
During the upcoming trial,
however, many members will
break this tradition of secrecy by
appearing as witnesses against
defendants who are, in many cases, their own relatives. Among
them is Emanuele Mancuso, son
of former boss Luni Mancuso.
He has already provided investigators with confidential information about the ‘Ndrangheta in

Elizabeth Chou

exchange for police protection.
The younger Mancuso is set to
testify against current clan leader Luigi Mancuso, who is his uncle.
Prosecutors believe the trial,
which relies heavily on the testimony of these former mafia
members, will finally uncover
the syndicate’s long-held secrets
and dismantle them once and for
all. A longtime opponent of the
‘Ndrangheta and lead prosecutor Nicola Gratteri has vowed
to take down the “asphyxiating
‘Ndrangheta, which truly takes
the breath and the heartbeat
from the people,” and it is her
hope that “these proceedings can
signal a true rebirth for the people of Calabria who are tired of
living with the ‘Ndrangheta.”
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WHAT HAPPENS AFTER THE GAME STOPS? REDDIT
USERS TRIGGER GAMESTOP’S STOCK SURGE
practice done by hedge-funds to
profit should the stock’s price
n January 27, 2021, us- fall. Investors short if they beers on Reddit, a social lieve that the company ’s stock
networking
platform, will go down in the near future.
caused the price of GameStop’s Headquartered in Grapevine,
stock (GME) to swell by over Texas, GameStop is an Ameri1,700 percentage points, alarm- can video game retailer. With a
ing hedge-funds and concerning brick-and-mortar business modWall Street investors. The stock el, the company has been hurt by
was initially priced at around the switch from physical discs to
$18 but surged to a peak of $483 digital videos. Some speculated
per share on January 29. Al- that the company was due for
though the stock has since lost bankruptcy after the pandemic
much of its value, such price forced stores to close.
volatility is nearly unprecedentDespite the expectations that
ed in the financial market. The the GameStop stock would conGameStop mania has been met tinue to fall, the stock saw a rise
with both praise and criticism, of about 928% in a week, indicatwith further action against mar- ing extreme volatility. Through
ket manipulation in the future a coordinating their actions on the
possibility.
Reddit subreddit r/WallStreetMany investment funds had Bets, investors (in this case, the
shorted the GameStop stock, a

BY Quinn Novick
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Reddit users) performed a “short
squeeze,” meaning they simultaneously purchased a surplus of
stock to artificially inflate the
stock’s price. The Reddit investors were able to profit from the
speculative trade as the stock’s
price rose.
Though many were involved
in the short squeeze, Keith Gill
was identified as the person
largely responsible for leading
the stock’s surge on Reddit. The
former employee of the Massachusetts based “Mutual Life
Insurance Co.” stated that he
“didn’t expect ” the price surge.
Gill explained in an interview
with the Wall Street Journal
that the story about GameStop’s
mania was “so much bigger than
him,” stating instead that he
simply wanted to help the strug-

gling video-game retailer. Gill’s
fortune came at the expense of
numerous hedge-funds, such as
the venture capital firm Melvin Capital. The company reportedly took a $2.75 billion
cash infusion to make up for its
losses. Despite this, Gabe Plotkin, a spokesperson for Melvin
Capital, has dismissed rumors
that the hedge-fund may file for
bankruptcy.
Despite
Gill’s
efforts,
GameStop’s stock price has fallen significantly from over $300
to about $80 on February 4,
2021. Additionally, the widely-used app Robinhood closed
all trading on the GameStop
stock, causing controversy and
significant backlash from numerous politicians.
CONtINUED on PAGE 5
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awmakers such as Congresswoman
Alexandria-Ocasio Cortez of
New York’s 14th District (D)
and Senator Ted Cruz of Texas
(R) have raised concerns that
the Robinhood’s decision to
freeze trading unfairly benefits
Wall Street, hedge-fund managers. Additionally, media personalities such as Elon Musk and
Mark Cuban have praised the
Reddit users for “taking on Wall
Street.” Musk himself tweeted
out a link to a message board for
Twitter users to discuss the recent occurrences.
White House Press Secretary
Jen Psaki has also reported that
the federal government is “monitoring the situation.” It is currently unclear if the Biden Administration will take executive
action to ensure minimal stock
volatility. Still, no formal action
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has been announced to counter
potential market abnormalities.
This may be because all action
taken on r/WallStreetBets, although disruptive to the market,
was done legally. The Security
and Exchange Commisionies
would be unable to press any
formal charges as no laws were
broken during the short squeeze,
and they have yet to find any
conclusive evidence of market manipulation. Despite this,
Congress has discussed potential legislative action that can be
taken to prevent similar events
from occurring in the future.
Although the GameStop stock
is currently on the decline, it is
yet to be seen how the stock will
fare in the long term. Similarly,
it is unclear how private investors, hedge-fund managers, and
government officials will respond to GameStop’s meteoric
rise and subsequent fall.

Elizabeth Chou

President Biden Ends Decade-Long Pipeline
Proposal Along with 13,000 Potential Jobs
also for the communities along
the 1,700 mile-long pipeline.
In an interview with Fox News,
n January 20, 2021, President Joe Biden signed David and Kristina Dickerson,
an executive order can- two workers who have spent
celing the permit for TransCan- multiple decades in the oil and
ada (TC) Energy’s Keystone XL gas industry, stated they were
pipeline, ending the controver- “feel[ing] pretty betrayed” by the
project ’s cancellation. The Dicksial plan proposed in 2008.
TC’s first Keystone pipeline erson family, along with many
was commissioned in 2010 and other affected members of the
ranged from Alberta, Canada, to industry, feel a significant threat
the Gulf Coast. The XL pipe- to their economic stability, many
line was proposed as an exten- of whom are using their retiresion to the first pipeline, rang- ment savings to stay afloat.
Jason Kenney, the Premier
ing from the Canadian oil sands
to Nebraska, where it would of Alberta, called the decision
merge with the other pipelines a “gut punch” to his province,
heading to the Gulf Coast, car- whose status is mainly a result
rying around 830,000 barrels of of the oil and gas industry’s sucoil daily. The pipeline was esti- cess. “The Biden administration
mated to create around 13,000 refuses to give this country sufhigh-paying jobs, a significant ficient respect to hear us out on
economic boost for both the U.S. this pipeline. In that policy conand Canadian governments but text then, yes, there absolutely
By Michael Hlavaty

O
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New York City, 2017 - Protestors rally against the creation of the Keystone XL pipeline.

must be reprisals,” Kenney told
CBS News. In a comment made
to the press, Canada’s Prime
Minister Justin Trudeau acknowledged the decision’s implications on the workers who spent
years forging the plan. Trudeau
plans to address the cancellation
with President Biden. However,
with regards to Kenney’s aforementioned (economic) reprisals,
Trudeau refuses to endorse sanctions against Canada’s largest
trading partner.
Even after
the cancellation of the pipeline, the U.S. will still receive a
major portion of its oil imports
from Canada. However, the loss
of more imports from Canada
has forced Gulf Coast refineries
to look for alternative imports
from states such as Russia and
Venezuela.
While the decision heralds
loss for many families and communities, it should not come as a
surprise. Since TC’s proposal in
2008, the extension has received
massive backlash from courts,
governments, and environmental
groups who argue the threat of
spills and oil extraction was too
dangerous for the environment.
When the proposal finally made
its way to President Obama’s
desk in 2012, and subsequently
in 2015, he vetoed the proposal. The following year, however,
President Trump approved the
permit, considering it was one of
his main campaign goals. After
years of battling the courts in
Montana and Nebraska, President Trump was forced to issue a new permit in 2019. The
tide turned against TC in 2020
when President Biden was elected, and in 2021, he made good
on one of his foremost campaign
promises to cancel the project.
Though TC planned to invest

$1.7 billion in solar, wind, and
battery power to drive the pipeline, Biden said, “The Keystone
XL pipeline disservices the U.S.
national interests.”
This decision comes as a huge
win and relief for the Indigenous-led climate movement,
which fought to end the project
since its inception. Farmers and
ranchers have fought alongside
Native Americans, arguing the
pipeline’s location would rupture many areas critical to their
water sources. President Biden
stated that he intends to review
around 100 environmental regulations affected by the Trump
administration, restoring protections to multiple sacred Indigenous sites, as well as issuing
a temporary prohibition on the
oil and gas industry active in
Arctic national wildlife refuges.
Doug Jones, mayor of a county in Alberta, spoke on behalf
of his constituents, stating they
are “disappointed” and hope
“the decision will be reversed,”
no matter how unlikely. TC has
announced its immediate cessation of the project and expects
its earnings to take a blow this
quarter.
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When Diplomacy Becomes Lost at Sea: China’s New Coast
Guard Law Intensifies South China Sea Dispute
By Daniel Waheed

assertion relies on 1929 territohroughout the 21st cen- rial boundaries made by British
tury, the People’s Repub- cartographers. Their map gives
lic of China (PRC) has China the bulk of the South
taken intentional strides to- China Sea with little room bewards the expansion of its naval tween China’s proclaimed marprograms. In September 2020, itime borders and the coast of
such efforts drew renewed inter- other Southeast Asian countries.
In 2013, China expanded these
national attention when the size
pre-existing
claims to encompass
of the PRC’s maritime forces
the
island
of
Taiwan, which drew
surpassed the size of the United
States’ maritime forces. Perhaps the ire of the United States—a
more alarming than the size of nation that traditionally backed
the PRC’s naval forces, however, the sovereignty of the island nais their application; PRC’s mil- tion. Yet, in the face of internaitary expansion has exacerbat- tional displeasure, China’s tered longstanding tensions in the ritorial ambitions continued. In
2016, the Philippines pursued
South China Sea.
In January 2021, the PRC legal action to address the issue
passed a law permitting its coast after failed attempts at diplomaguard, often referred to as the cy. The Philippines government
nation’s second navy, to fire on brought the case against China
enemy vessels to defend China’s to the United Nations Convenclaims. Such a declaration not tion on the Law of the Sea. The
only reinforces China’s juris- United Nations verdict ruled
diction over the majority of the in favor of the Philippines and
South China Sea but also fur- declared China’s actions—esther militarizes and destabilizes tablishing military bases on the
islands within the sea, denying
the region.
At the heart of the South Chi- other countries navigational
na Sea dispute is the PRC’s in- freedoms, and escalating intersistent claim to 80 percent of the national tensions through exceswaters off of the coast of South- sive militarization of the sea—ileast Asia. China’s declaration legal under international decree.
disregards the territorial claims However, the PRC refused to
of Vietnam, the Philippines, and acknowledge such international
Malaysia, among other Southeast claims and went largely unchalAsian countries. The PRC’s jus- lenged on the water, as no nation
tification for such claims, which was willing to lead a full-scale
it has enforced with submarines military and naval intervention
and other displays of military in accordance with the ruling at
might, is that those waters his- the risk of Chinese retaliation.
To understand China’s blatant
torically belonged to China before neighboring countries made negligence towards the consetheir official claims. China’s quences of its provocative ac-

T

tions, one must understand why
China is adamant about controlling the South China Sea.
The region is of geopolitical importance. Serving as the passage
for ships from the U.S. West
Coast to the Arabian peninsula, the South China Sea comprises 12 percent of the global
fish catch, is home to more than
half of the world’s fishing vessels, and witnesses $5.3 trillion
of trade annually. China’s insistence on maritime jurisdiction,
then, may be to command and
possibly tighten international
supply channels and trading patterns.
The PRC’s considerations,
however, are potentially beyond
economic. Dominance in the region would offer China the upper hand in the case of a naval
attack; this possibility is unlikely. According to The Diplomat,
“ The United States is not about
to attack China, by sea, land, or
air, and Beijing knows it. It is
precisely that knowledge that has
allowed China to entrench itself
so successfully, acre by acre, runway by runway, missile by missile, without triggering a truly
kinetic American response.”
Regardless of intention, China’s
claims to the South China Sea
region indicates its hunger for
control beyond its immediate
borders; as of January 2021,
the impasse remains. Southeast
Asian nations such as the Philippines have expressed minimal interest in revoking their
claims to their waters. China
has refused attempts by the As-
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Brunei, Cambodia, China, Indonesia,
Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore, Taiwan,
Thailand, and Vietnam border the South
China Sea

sociation of South-East Asian
nations to draft a code of conduct that would help manage the
conflict.
For the time being, the U.S. is
the strongest threat to China’s
adamance. The Biden administration has clarified its refusal
to curb China: in his first foreign policy speech as president,
President Biden called China
the “most serious competitor”
to the United States. However,
the United States’ confrontation
with China is unlikely; neither
would prefer to upset a delicate
international balance. Nonetheless, unhindered navigation
by all ships and aircraft in the
South China Sea would beget
the peace and prosperity of the
entire Asia-Pacific region. Only
time will tell if China ceases to
favor its own agenda over international priorities.

MYANMAR MILITARY SEIZE POWER IN COUP D’ÉTAT,
DETAINING ELECTED LEADER DAW AUNG SAN SUU KYI
Continued From Page 1

A

lthough an independent
investigation found no major examples of such fraud,
the military, arguing in Myanmar’s
Supreme Court, rejected the findings and cited purported inaccuracies in the investigation’s results.
These tensions came to a head in
the coup when the military arrest-

GRACE WANG

ed prominent government officials
and proclaimed a one-year state of
emergency. The military’s official
announcement said that the purported election inaccuracies “obstruct the path to democracy,” adding that this issue “must therefore
be resolved according to the law.”
The recent history of Myanmar is
one fraught with tumult and insta-

bility. The country gained independence from the United Kingdom in
1948 and has faced numerous issues
since, such as the rampant drug
trade and militant ethnic groups.
Moreover, Aung San Suu Kyi has
faced scrutiny from the international community in recent years.
She was hailed as a champion for
democracy after receiving a Nobel
Peace Prize in 1991 for her work
in human rights advocacy. However, her recent efforts to calm ethnic
tensions were not entirely successful. In late 2016, Suu Kyi’s passive
complicity allowed Myanmar’s
armed forces to kill over 7,000 Rohingya Muslims and forcefully evict
700,000 more. At the International
Court of Justice in 2019, Suu Kyi
denied the genocide and asserted
that any accusations of wrongdoing
were simply misconstrued exaggerations. Her complicity and subsequent unwillingness to denounce

the abuses led to her international
reputation’s rapid diminution.
The coup itself was executed efficiently hours before the Parliament was due to officially swear-in
the elected members from the 2020
general elections. Myanmar’s military was able to either shut down
or control the internet and media
outlets. Flights were grounded.
Banking services were halted. One
resident expressed her disappointment to The New York Times,
stating that she felt the people of
Myanmar “have no protection under the law now.” On February 3,
the military government charged
Aung San Suu Kyi with a bizarre
infraction—illegally
importing
communications equipment, such
as walkie-talkie radios—giving the
military the power to detain her for
at least two more weeks.
CONtINUED on PAGE 7
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last long. While reports indicate
Aung San Suu Kyi is not in perhile the coup is nom- sonal danger, she has not been
inally due to election seen since the coup. Protests
fraud, Myanmar’s new are expected in the near future,
leader Min Aun Hlaing may considering her immense public
have had ulterior motives. As backing. Internet blackouts, afthe Commander in Chief of the ter all, can only delay the ineviarmed forces, he presides over table backlash for so long.
business conglomerates and
Numerous countries and orgovernment services, in addition ganizations have released stateto the military. His retirement, ments condemning the recent
which was planned to occur this developments in Myanmar. The
summer, would have resulted in Biden administration labeled
a loss of economic and social the takeover a coup and stripped
status.
Myanmar of $109 million in
The path ahead for the mili- foreign aid, with more potential
tary government seems rather sanctions on the horizon. A sebleak. The previous government nior official said that the Unitwas popular among its citi- ed States’ response was and will
zens—the National League for continue to be informed by “the
Democracy party won 83 per- people of Burma and their ascent of the Parliament ’s seats in pirations for democracy, peace,
the contested election—and the justice, and development.”
relative peace is not expected to
The UN Security Council
Continued From Page 6

W

also denounced the seizure of
power, stating that “all electoral disputes should be resolved
through established legal mechanisms” and affirming that there
had been no election fraud. The
General Assembly echoed many
of the same points, adding that
the democratically elected leaders should be released and stating that the coup “could further
exacerbate the problems of the
most vulnerable, including Rohingya Muslims.”
Meanwhile, China has not released an official statement regarding the coup. China arguably has the most to gain from
the developments and is likely
orchestrating its course of action
with great care. Senior diplomats
from China met with Hlaing recently, suggesting that the two
parties, aligned in terms of economic doctrine and authoritarian

tendencies, may have reached an
agreement. Yet China has called
for talks between both the democratic government of Myanmar
and the military. Some observers
suspect China may use its influence to gain concessions from
the West to re-institute democracy in Myanmar, but reputable
information is scarce.
The repercussions of the coup
are wide-ranging, and could
shape not only Myanmar but the
balance of power in Southeast
Asia. The Biden administration
faces one of its first major international crises, exacerbated
by Covid-19, China, and the
Rohingya situation. As for the
Rohingya themselves, there is
no end in sight for their oppression. As of now, Myanmar waits
in a state of limbo. The torch of
liberty wanes; an uncertain future awaits.
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ANTI-REFUGEE SENTIMENTS RISE IN GREECE
FOLLOWING THE DEVASTATING PATH OF COVID-19
COVID-19 HEIGHTENS REF UGEE CRISIS: Longstanding mismanagement of refugees in
Greece leads to devastating outcomes for those seeking asylum amidst the pandemic.

T

By Caroline Empey

he Covid-19 pandemic,
among other issues, has
allowed for a rise in anti-refugee sentiments in Greece.
From the top-down, the country has blamed refugees and
the refugee crisis for its spike
in Covid-19 cases and a slew of
other loosely related problems.
However, Greece’s refugee predicament comes after years of
negligence following the European Union’s earnest requests for
the country to take a commanding role. The country’s current
refugee crisis, then, is in large
part of its own doing.
While the media hype surrounding Europe’s broadening
refugee crisis seems to have faded from the public eye in the past
years, Greece’s immigrant and
refugee situation remains dire.
In 2015, over 1 million people
entered through Greece, and in
2019 a reported 190,900 new
“people of concern” entered European nations, according to the
UN Refugee Agency. Greece is
an inevitable participant in this
influx of refugees to Europe as
the main entry point

to the European Union for refugees from Northern Africa and
the Middle East seeking asylum.
Following the Greek suspension of immigrants arriving from
Turkey, however, the number of
refugees permitted entry to European nations through Greece
drastically declined in 2020.
The flow of Turkish immigrants
into Greece first peaked in 2014,
when a mass number of Turkish
immigrants flooded into European countries and communities—
bringing with them an infiltration of Turkish politics, language,
and way of life. Turkish President
Recep Tayyip Erdoğan strongly
discouraged Turks from identifying with their new communities and homes, suggesting that
immigrants “integrate but not
assimilate.” Such attitudes have
pushed some Greeks, especially
those on the far right, to resent
Turkish immigrants and the cultural baggage they bring. Among
some Greeks, such sentiments
fueled an overall disinterest in
offering asylum.
Nonetheless, Greek disregard
for the lives of those seeking asylum was overlooked as Covid-19,
and related media consumed
public reporting beginning in
February 2020. Greece’s initial
response to the virus was vigilant—in April 2020, by the end of
Europe’s first wave of infections,
Greece had managed to keep its
infection rates some of the lowest in Europe. From February to
June, Greece’s new daily cases re-

Refugees in protective masks wait for a bus to take them to Port Mytilene.

mained under 100. However, as
the pandemic’s presence became
normalized in the international
community, reports of Greek authorities using force, threats, and
violence to discourage refugees
from entering its camps surfaced.
The country’s refugee crisis and
controversial refugee mismanagement yet again reared their
ugly head.
From one standpoint, it is understandable for authorities to
discourage refugees from entering the country during an international pandemic. Refugees often make their way into countries
through boats, caravans, and other
close-contact methods of transportation. Not only do refugees
enter countries in non “Covid-19
friendly” ways, but upon arrival, they are often sent to live in
close-quartered,

shutterstock.com

ill-managed, and often unsanitary refugee camps—the perfect
breeding ground for an already
rapidly spreading disease, such as
Covid-19.
Furthermore, the Greek government, as discussed in the first
part of the Regional Focus series,
has struggled for over 30 years to
maintain its finances and control a mounting national debt.
The Greek economy has shrunk
by 25% since the 1980s, the beginning of its national debt crisis, and has yet to show signs of
sustainable growth. An influx of
immigrants, especially amidst a
health crisis, would be unfavorable to any country, let alone one
in an economic crisis; as such,
Greek authorities’ responses are
understandable.
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lum camps, and 11 countries, including Germany and Portugal,
hough the European
agreed to house teenagers from
Union has long advocated
the camps and allowed them to
for a decongestion of the
relocate within their nation. The
Aegean Islands, where Greece
relocation services, which prohouses the majority of its refceeded smoothly at its inception,
ugees, the islands—which were
faced mounting difficulties as
built to accommodate a maximum
the pandemic progressed.
of 6,000 residents—held over
Yet, the impact of Covid-19 on
37,000 people in March of 2020.
the plan was not entirely negative.
In April 2020, Europe’s largest
The pandemic encouraged the
refugee camp on the Greek isEuropean Commission to move
land of Lesvos became one of
with increased commitment and
the most population-dense refspeed in the relocation of an even
ugee camps worldwide, holding
larger number of refugee children
203,800 people per square kiloas the overcrowding of camps bemeter. In March of 2020, the EU
came an even greater threat to
pledged to decongest Greek asyContinued From Page 7
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public health and safety. By August 2020, hundreds of children
had been transferred from Greek
holding camps to cities throughout Europe.
However, in August, a second—and more detrimental—
wave of Covid-19 hit Greece and
its refugee camps and prompted
strict lockdowns and restrictions.
Such restrictions were not communicated clearly to the refugees
living in the camps, causing confusion and unrest. Furthermore,
while little evidence suggests
that refugee camps feature higher infection rates than permanent
communities within Greece, the

Greek government has linked
the rise in the nation’s cases to
the arrival of immigrants. Such
association with the disease has
further amplified anti-refugee
sentiments within the country.
As such, Greece’s handling of
Covid-19 was a major detriment
to refugees seeking asylum in
the European nation. Mismanagement of Greek economic and
refugee affairs has long plagued
the country; an already devastating pandemic became even more
devastating to those seeking
freedom, safety, and new lives in
Europe.

Healthcare Under the Biden Administration

rollment period for the Affordable Care Act (ACA), otherwise
known as Obamacare, and directed agencies to review application
requirements. The ACA was established during Biden’s time
as Vice President to provide affordable healthcare insurance to
Americans. Biden’s second order
reversed the Mexico City Policy,
which prevented foreign funding
of abortion-related services. The
policy is usually eliminated under
Democratic presidents and reinstated under Republican ones,
having been first established
during Ronald Reagan’s time as
president. Both of these orders
clearly communicated Biden’s
commitment to making a range
of healthcare options available
for all.
Biden’s actions stand in sharp
contrast to those of his predecessor, who arguably exacerbated both the Covid-19 pandemic
and issues in the U.S. healthcare
system. Donald Trump’s inflammatory rhetoric on social media
often disparaged medical science,
while his budget cuts affected
personal protective gear stockpiles. In addition, part of the
reason Biden had to call for the
ACA to be reviewed was because
Trump eliminated individual
mandates and allowed states to
add work requirements, inflating
premiums and making insurance
less accessible during his time as
ZOE CHOW
president.
Crucially, Biden has not
tightened travel restrictions, re- promises was fixing the pandemquiring foreign visitors to provide ic, and to that end, he has already only made reforms to domestic
proof of a negative Covid-19 test appointed an Obama-era official healthcare systems; he has also
before arrival. These orders were as the Covid-19 response direc- demonstrated that the U.S. will
to be expected, as they shifted tor to oversee testing and vaccine support healthcare across the
American policies to align with distribution. However, with vac- globe. In a letter to United Nainternational safety standards. cines only largely available for tions Secretary-General António
However, they signified the new healthcare workers and the el- Guterres, Biden declared that the
president’s desire and willingness derly in long-term care homes, it U.S. would not withdraw from
to address pressing medical is- is critical that the U.S. limits the the World Health Organization
surge of cases during the winter. ( WHO). Before Trump issued
sues.
This inclination was apparent As a result, Biden’s Covid-relat- a one-year withdrawal notice in
in a host of executive orders on ed executive orders couldn’t have July 2020, the U.S. had provided
close to 20% of the WHO’s budJanuary 21. Biden directed the been better timed.
Biden has made changes to get.
Secretary of Health and Human
In 2020, a cessation of anServices (HHS) to come up with healthcare programs that will
short-term and long-term solu- benefit Covid-19 response plans nual dues resulted in Ameritions to the Covid-19 pandemic. but, more generally, reflect a re- ca withdrawing from the WHO
The Department of HHS will turn to Obama-era notions. On in a move many politicians and
provide immediate assistance January 28, he signed two orders. healthcare experts labeled “danto care facilities and residential The first opened a special en- gerous” during a pandemic. Now,
ince his inauguration on
January 20, President Biden
has signed a slew of healthcare-related executive orders.
“Healthcare is a right - not a
privilege,” Biden wrote on Twitter in September 2020. On the
campaign trail, Biden promised
to prioritize healthcare. Now,
it appears as if he’s following
through. This article will explore how healthcare in the U.S.
has changed and will continue
to change in the coming weeks
and months of the Biden administration.
Only a few hours after entering office, Biden mandated
mask-wearing on federal property as well as on planes, trains,
ferries, and intercity buses. He

treatment centers while overseeing large-scale Covid-19 therapy trials. Moreover, the department has also been tasked with
researching the long-term health
effects of Covid-19 and expanding access to treatments. It will
work alongside the Department
of Homeland Security to ensure
the American public complies
with mask-wearing and social
distancing policies while evaluating federal insurance schemes to
ensure clinical care is accessible.
The United States currently has a Covid-19 case count of
nearly 27 million. According to
a John Hopkins University dashboard, close to 450,000 Americans have died due to the coronavirus. One of Biden’s campaign

By Amber Ting
COVID-19 HEIGHTENS
REF UGEE CRISIS:
Longstanding mismanagement
of refugees in Greece leads to
devastating outcomes for those
seeking asylum amidst the pandemic.

Biden administration officials
have clarified that the U.S. will
resume its financial support of
the WHO. Biden appointed Dr.
Anthony Fauci, head of the National Institute of Allergy and
Infectious Disease, as head of
the U.S. delegation. According to
polls, Fauci was one of the most
trusted public figures during the
Trump administration. On January 21, Fauci announced that
the U.S. would participate in the
WHO’s COVAX program, which
aims to distribute Covid-19 vaccines, tests, and treatments across
the globe at fair prices.
These actions set the U.S. up
to assume—or rather, resume—a
leadership role in medicine. Similarly, progressive policies on
issues like environmental protection and human rights are
boosting American soft power in
other fields.
If the first few days of Biden’s
presidency are any indication of
what the next four years will be
like, Biden might just fulfill his
campaign promises. The healthcare system might change for the
better in a lasting, tangible way.
In a future article, I will explore
whether or not that remains the
case after vaccine roll-outs.
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Chinese Communism: Domestic Slogans and Sentiments
COVID-19 HEIGHTENS REF UGEE CRISIS: Perhaps a vestige of the Red Scare of the 1950’s, the
“Chinese communist ideology” continues to generate political and social stigma beyond the country’s
borders. From “a communist liberation” from pre-1949 social turmoil to 21st-century socialism driven by
a near-capitalist economy, China’s political ideology and domestic and international opinions towards it
have evolved substantially. The first installment of this series, published in November 14, recounted how
China’s communist founding blossomed into a socialist-capitalist amalgam; this installment analyzes
slogans and sentiments within the Chinese mainland; a third installment come spring will identify international portrayals and distortions that deserve further interrogation.

A

s the Covid-19 pandemic
continues to wreak havoc
across the world, China’s
say and sway in international diplomacy remain as consequential and delicate as ever. Critical
to an informed understanding of
the world’s most populous nation is a grasp on the sentiments
and slogans that dominate the
nation’s culture and politics.
This installment of the “Chinese Communism” series strives
to introduce that understanding.
In the past months, no single
subject has defined the rhetoric and sentiments of the Chinese mainland more than the
Covid-19
pandemic,
which
originated in the Chinese city of
Wuhan in December 2019. In a
nation where just 3% of the population over sixty lives in nursing care facilities and the vast
majority of the elderly live with
or near their children, the vulnerability of senior populations
to Covid-19 infection quite literally hit home. Chinese families entering quarantine adopted
a cultural sentiment of collective
obligation; failure to quarantine
would jeopardize not just themselves but the some 250 million
seniors with whom they shared
neighborhoods and homes.
Social trauma compounded
the urgency generated by the
intergenerational integration of
China’s senior population. Domestic news of the outbreak in
late 2019 triggered haunting
recollections of the 2003 SARS
epidemic that took nearly 350

lives nationwide. As social media flooded with citizens’ harrowing accounts of the epidemic,
a desire to curb the reenactment
of history defined the nation’s
reaction to the 2019 pandemic.
The Chinese populace had what
too many nations lacked: an immediate internalization of the
virus’s severity and an immediate urge to contain it.
The Chinese Communist Party’s response echoed this alarm:
an entire nation hunkered down
as CCP officials severed all public transportation to Wuhan for
76 days and erected 14,000 public health checkpoints across
the nation within weeks. To a
populace bound to their homes,
“anything it takes” and “one nation, stronger together” were
among the mantras that flooded
billboards, hospitals, and families’ television broadcasts with
faith in the state-coordinated
response. The ensuing months
would see a proliferation of similar slogans as citizens arranged
Chinese characters—a linguistic
medium particularly suited to
rhymes and puns—into soundbites that encouraged smiles and
a collective coping with the pandemic. Indeed, these newfound
sayings communicated an optimism and collective responsibility that proved instrumental
to China’s expedient pandemic
response. In tandem with the
rapid construction of temporary
health facilities and a robust
network of personal protective
equipment (PPE) manufactur-

ing, these slogans were indelible
to the nation’s ability to keep
cases down and spirits up. By
the fall of 2020, faith and face
masks had paid off—as the nation rebooted its economy and
ended quarantines, it was left
with an affirmation of cultural
values and slogans.
Among the Chinese populace,
the success of the pandemic response amplified a national pride
towards the CCP that continues
to permeate the nation’s public
discourse. Countless state-sponsored initiatives in the wake of
the pandemic have redoubled
this sentiment—chief among
them is the CCP anti-poverty campaigns. Since 2015, such
campaigns have sought to direct the fruits of rapid economic growth to the nation’s most
impoverished populations under the slogan “eradicate crises:
serve the poor.” In that time, the
CCP has ratcheted up to $3 billion year-over-year increases in
anti-poverty spending targeted
at educational, healthcare, and
infrastructure reform. In the
months following the pandemic, the CCP ’s return to poverty
alleviation efforts drew public
praise. In 2020 alone, $20.6
billion in anti-poverty spending has sustained thousands of
programs across the nation, and
775,000 officials and experts
have been dispatched to survey
rural communities on the efficacy of local initiatives.
As poverty alleviation returns
to the fore of political and public
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Chinese citizens in January 2020, wearing face masks in accordance with Chinese Communist Party (CCP) health guidelines.

By Frank Zhou
discourse, slogans resembling
what one party secretary termed
“China Dream, poverty alleviation dream” have replaced pandemic-era calls for unity. China’s digital infrastructure, which
matured by leaps and bounds
during quarantine as homebound citizens turned to screens
and social media, has followed
suit; slogans of the likes of “with
insurance comes stability, with
stability comes prosperity ” evidence public support towards
state-sponsored
commitments
to the collective enrichment of
its populace. Where countries
like the U.S. face a crisis of public confidence towards effective
governance, the PRC rides a
high in cultural and rhetorical
appeal. Indeed, China’s strides
towards poverty alleviation and
the success of its pandemic response relative to other nations of its geopolitical stature
have cultivated a national pride
apparent in public discourse,
online forums, and television
screens. That collectivism is no
coincidence, and current domestic approval of the work of the
CCP highlights the extent of its
influence.
The existence of such sentiments does not diminish
the nation’s ugly truths—and
well-reported international critiques—of repressive censorship, diplomatic malpractice towards Taiwan and in the South
China Sea, and breaching of
human rights in Hong Kong
and towards the Uyghurs people, among a host of additional wrongs. Such critiques are
well-founded and will be treated
with a critical eye in the third installment of this series. Less frequently reported alongside such
critiques, however, are the more
collectivist sentiments shared by
the overwhelming majority of
its populace. If the events of the
past months have revealed anything, it is the indelible influence of such sentiments in the
nation’s development and identity. This installment sought to
shed light on domestic conceptions of China’s political and
cultural essence; the upcoming
installment will interrogate its
international rendering.
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Christian Natterer, have signaled
that they are open to the idea of
supporting alternative candidates
like Söder. While Söder himself
has insisted that “[his] place is
in Bavaria,” he has so far refused
to definitively preclude the possibility of a campaign. Polls suggest that voters prefer Söder to
Laschet as the CDU/CSU candidate for the chancellorship: while
22% of surveyed voters indicated
they would vote for Laschet, 36%
of them supported Söder instead.
That being said, historical precedent favors Laschet. In the 70
years since the alliance between
the CDU and the CSU, the two
parties have only picked a Bavarian candidate twice. Should party
shutterstock.com
The Minister President of the German state North Rhine-Westphalia took one step closer to the leaders decide that Söder would
German Chancellorship on January 16.
do better to continue serving
he emerges as Merkel’s potential as Bavaria’s Minister President,
By Neil Shen
successor, many obstacles await Laschet may eventually enjoy
s the Chancellor of Ger- him on the campaign trail and in more widespread support.
Should he have the support of
many, Angela Merkel has office.
the
CDU and the CSU going into
been a mainstay of EuAlthough Laschet is now the
the
elections come September,
ropean and global politics since leader of the CDU, the party has
assuming office in 2005. During yet to confirm the candidate it Laschet ’s victory is still uncerher 15 years in office, she has will support in the September tain. Indeed, many conservative
guided Germany through global elections. Laschet ’s main com- members of the union were unfinancial crises, migration issues, petitor is Markus Söder, the lead- happy with portions of Merkel’s
and most recently, the Covid-19 er of the Christian Social Union response to the migrant crisis.
pandemic. Yet, Merkel’s 2018 an- (CSU). Although the two parties In early 2018, Merkel’s interinouncement that she would not are officially unaffiliated, the or minister temporarily declared
run to be re-elected for a fifth CSU only runs in the German that he would resign over the
term has opened the chancellor- state of Bavaria while the CDU number of migrants and refugees
ship ahead of the German fed- operates in the other fifteen Ger- entering German borders. With
eral election due for September man states; before May, the two Laschet rather than Söder as the
of 2021. Months ahead of the parties will meet to decide which CDU candidate, more extreme
election, the race is tightening. candidate they ultimately decide voters may turn towards far-right
On January 16, Armin Laschet, to support in concert. Strong pro- populist alternatives such as the
a contender, gained leadership ponents of Merkelist continuity, Alternative for Germany party.
of Merkel’s German Christian among them more conservative Laschet, if elected, would face
Democratic Union (CDU). As members of Parliament such as the daunting task of uniting the
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fractured state of German politics under the shadow of Merkel’s
legacy.
Regardless of domestic support,
Laschet ’s promises of continuing
to pursue a Merkelist agenda are
attractive ones to the rest of the
European Union, which has long
been accustomed to Merkel’s
leadership. Germany remains the
economic powerhouse of the European Union—and, indeed, of
Europe as a whole—and will only
play an even more important role
alongside France in the wake of
Britain’s departure. With regards
to foreign policy, Laschet has
displayed a distinct unwillingness to vilify Russia or China. He
expressed doubts about whether
Russian forces were behind the
assassination of Sergei Skripal
in 2018, criticized “Putin’s demonization” after the annexation
of Crimea in 2014, and has previously supported dialogue with
the country rather than attacking
it through economic sanctions
and verbal denouncements. Now
that protesters in the streets of
Moscow and Minsk are demonstrating their frustrations with
their government, European
powers cannot afford to let this
chance slip by appeasing Russian
authorities. Instead, given this
opportunity, they ought to press
for increased democratic freedom in Russia and in neighboring countries. If elected, Laschet
may do the former; as he eyes a
run to become Merkel’s successor, the September 2021 race for
Germany’s chancellorship will
continue to evolve.

The Post-Trump GOP: A Party of Propagandists and Cowards
like fashion, characterized the
Cheney vote as a “battle for the
he House of Represen- soul of the Republican party.”
tatives rightfully voted The not-so-subtle similarity to
to remove Rep. Marjorie President Joe Biden’s campaign
Taylor Greene (R-GA) from her catchphrase is apparent.
After delivering a flurry of
committee assignments. This
insults,
Greene promised that
decision comes after her inflamher
removal
from congressiomatory behavior was revealed
nal
assignments
“freed” her time
online over the past few weeks.
Among other incidents, Greene to continue supporting former
was caught harassing Parkland President Donald Trump. It is
shooting survivor David Hogg concerning that this long-overon the anniversary of the trag- due accountability emboldened
edy, spewing hateful and incite- Greene’s campaign against Demful speech before and during the ocrats and moderate RepubliCapitol Riots, and promoting cans and skyrocketed her popdebunked QAnon and anti-se- ularity among the pro-Trump
mitic conspiracy theories to her base. Have we created a new face
constituents. It is disheartening to head the conservative beast?
that only 11 Republicans voted Deemed a martyr and hero for
in favor of this motion. But what her “determined efforts,” she
about the 61 Republicans who raised over $1 million from
voted to strip Rep. Liz Cheney grass-roots campaign fundrais(R-WY ) of her GOP leadership ing.
A question arises: Where are
post because of her vote to imthe Republican leaders during
peach Trump?
Cheney refused to recant her all of these months of messy
vote for impeachment, calling recriminations? Well, besides
it a “vote of conscience” on her House Minority Leader Kevin
behalf. But Rep. Matt Gaetz (R- McCarthy (R-CA). He visited
FL), in a typical Trumpian cult- the ostentatious Mar-a-Largo
BY Emma Jing

T

to see Trump, where he “bent his
leg” on his less than firm condemnation of Trump as “bearing
responsibility” for the storming
of the Capitol. One private plane
and a maskless meeting later,
McCarthy chose systematic inaction, reneging on his previous
sentiment when urged to punish
Greene for her wrongdoings.
Following the election, people
hoped that the GOP congressional leadership finally opened
their eyes to the damage of
Trump and his chaotic legacy—
Trumpism has already left an indelible mark on our nation and
the Republican party. But only
a few weeks after the deadly insurrection, Republican leaders
like McConnell, Graham, and
McCarthy went back on their
word. A select few moderate Republicans are still scrambling to
restore some semblance of normalcy and decency.
Thus, the two factions of the
neo-Republican party have been
established: those who perpetuate disinformation and hatred and those who are scared
into cowardly political com-

plicity. Conservatives aren’t just
tax-cutting family-values golucky Christians anymore. Modern conservatism, at least in the
Trump era, has been perverted
into a movement with enough
blatant hypocrisy and fascist ties
that should unnerve the American public. Bipartisanship seems
to be giving away to political
polarization.
The schism between these two
factions makes amalgamation
harder every day. It would take
an extraordinary amount of concerted effort from conservative
leadership to even hazard an attempt.
Disgruntled Trump supporters—blindly loyal and trusting
of his lies—are certainly not going anywhere. Meanwhile, the
GOP divisions will endure so
long as Republican leadership
chooses to condone the democratically destructive actions of
alt-right politicians in fear of
personal political retribution.
The Republican party has allowed these fringe groups into
the fold, and it won’t be an easy
feat to extricate them.

